
Vietnam war flower 

by Quentin and Joana

In my old house with my old parents
We lived our life with my brother Berkant 

Peaceful were our thoughts and our behavior
Quiet was our manner [to be]

CHORUS :
We said "oh it is a beautiful state"
oh it was our beautiful state (bis)

But one day Uncle Sam in the neighbour's house 
arrived and broke their lives
they killed the friend's father 

three hours after

CHORUS

Fortunately the romdoul gives supplies
for the poor father who cries

they had enough food for sure
but no roof over their head anymore

CHORUS

A beautiful morning, a bird jettisons a seed 
by neglecting the people who lived

and in an explosion of red
a flower comes alive

CHORUS

EXPLANATION

This song can be enjoyed by people of all ages. We just wanted to criticize the horrible war of  
Vietnam by using different methaphors.

The first verse is about a young Vietnamese child, who will be the narrator of his own story, and 
of the Vietnamese people's story suffering the war. This simple presentation permits us to identify  
with this suffering people.

The second verse is about the invasion of North Vietnam by the United States, represented by 
Uncle Sam. The arrival of the United States leads to the fact that their life is broken and the 
friends of the father die 3 hours later. This short deadline shows the absurd character of the war.

The third paragraph illustrates the intervention of Cambodia represented by the national flower,  
the Romdoul, which helped the Vietnamese people.

Through the image of a red flower, we reveal the bloody character triggered by the bombs (seed) 
jettisonned by the American planes (birds) on the villages.

Using the past in the chorus emphasizes the nostalgic character of the song. Indeed, we use the  
present as the past as well.

In conclusion, through this song we summarize the helplessness of the Vietnamese villages in 
front of the deadly power of the war. We have a feeling of pity for the Vietnamese, emphasized by 
the identification all along the song.


